
House Rules

Automatic Successes

• Before rolling, a player may always choose to trade six dice for an automatic success.
• The GM can spend one 1 DP to force the player to roll.

Examples:
• The player wants to bring a ship safely in to land. Their Agility + Pilot = 6, so they can 

simply say “I’ll take an automatic success.” They land the ship – no problem.
• The player is piloting their grav-bike through the forest. They have  Agility + Pilot = 8, and,

keen to get to their destination swiftly they decide to push a bit faster (making the challenge 
hard, giving a -2 penalty). They still have 6 dice, so they say “I’ll take the automatic 
success.” No, the GM feels, speeding recklessly through a jungle shouldn’t be that safe. So 
the GM spends 1 DP, and the player has to roll.

• The sniper character has lined up a perfect shot against a sentry with an Advanced scope 
and a host of other bonuses. They are about to roll 12 dice to attack with their Accelerator 
Rifle. They say “I’ll take an automatic success for the first 6 dice, then a second for the 
remaining six dice. I’ll that the extra success as a critical.” The GM considers spending one
1 or 2 DPs to force a roll of one or both sets of 6-dice, but since the target is only an 
unnamed sentry and this is the first step on a cool plan that the players have hatched, they 
let it pass and the PC gets a hit and rolls for a Critical.

Ship Landing - Clarification

Atmosphere Capable ships always land “with the aid of the atmosphere” on normal gravity planets. 
They do not have Vertical Take Off and Landing capabilities.

This means that players can’t just choose to land anywhere, hopping about the planet at will. They 
have to find a long open area of firm land to use as a landing strip, or else they have to use a formal 
spaceport or airfield.

To get around questions like “how do ships dock at The Monolith, then?” we can assume that 
Advanced tech docks will have high-tech versions of “arresting wires” used on modern aircraft 
carriers to slow landing planes – e.g. some gravity-fields or force-nets which slow incoming ships. 

By saying that different space ports may have different strengths of “arresting fields” we can then 
also limit the size of ships which can dock at different planetary spaceports and landing strips. E.g.:

• Class III Arresting Fields are available at The Monolith
• The landing strip at the Mahanji Oasis has no arresting fields, but it is long enough for a 

Class III ship to land anyway
• A particular villain’s mountain-top layer only has Class II arresting fields in the cave where 

ships can land, thus allowing shuttles to land but not bigger ships



Docking - Clarification

Docking at spaceports or with bigger ships raise a lot of questions. What permissions do the PCs 
need to dock or to leave, for example?

As a rule, Coriolis is about characters careening around a wild, dark, vast Horizon – it isn’t about 
submitting to (or fighting against) an overwhelming authority, and it isn’t hard sci-fi where we want
to worry about exactly what laws of physics are in operation.

So, to keep hangars simple:
• Nobody is ever going to say “release your helm to docking control”, ships cannot be 

remotely locked down by port authorities (though maybe a really good Data Djinn might 
hack a ship’s systems), etc.

• Spacestations and space docks built on O-level technology work on the basis that each 
hangar, or approach to a hangar is essentially a giant airlock. The dock is open to space but 
sealed to the inside; after a ship lands the outer door closes, air is pumped in, and then the 
inner door unlocks. When the ship wants to leave they must bard their ship, wait while the 
air is pumped out of the hangar, wait for the dock authorities to open the inner door, and 
then they can leave.

• Advanced tech allows force fields to cover the exit from the docks to space. These keep air 
in, but can be passed through by ships. This means that ships can fly in and out easily, and 
the hangar always has air.

• Military stations and vessels with Advanced tech will presumably still have blast-doors that 
can be raised to block entrance to the hangar, to stop unwanted boarders.

If PCs want to dock with an airlock (using their docking module, rather than flying into a hangar), 
then:

• Each ship (the docking and docked-to ship) are in control of whether they open their 
airlocks to each other.

• Stations and ships which put safety above security (e.g. they actually want people to be able 
to get access in an emergency) will presumably have an access panel outside the airlock 
where emergency access codes can be entered (or Data Djinn can be used to hack) to open 
an outer door. Highly secure installations will have no such handy panel. 

• A docked ship can leave whenever it wants.
• Exceptions can be made. For example, any ship which docks with a Pariah monastery ship 

might be “embraced” by bio-mechanical tendrils, arms and nets which slither from the ship 
to “welcome” them (and to hold their ship entirely securely.)

Ship Communicators - Clarification
All ships have a Communicator IV as standard (allowing them to communicate with other ships in 
the same orbit as them), but most do not have (system-wide) Communicator Vs. Military vessels 
will usually have Communicator Vs. PCs would have to buy these additionally.
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